What is your online learning goal? How will you know when you’ve reached it?

**Sketchnoting**

**What to know about Sketchnoting**

Being efficient & communicative is more important than making it look good.

Sketchnote lectures as you listen, refine them later to retain information, or take regular notes and sketch later.

---

**-Connectors**
- Bring together ideas and information.

**Containers**
- Group like info together.

**Emphasis**
- Accentuate important info.

**Shapes**
- Think you can’t draw? Rely on basic shapes to build simple, communicative images.

1. 2. 3.

**Skinny & Fat Letter**
- 3D
- All caps
- Lower case
- Script

---
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What do you expect to learn in your first lesson or lecture? Use information you have, like the title of the class and the background of the teacher, and try sketchnoting your expectations here.
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